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Markets Overview

US: S&P 500 

EQUITY

COMMODITIES

Unlike during volatile Aug and Sept, since mid-
Oct S&P 500 continuously rallied, fuelled by hopes of a 
China-US trade deal and better than expected US 
economic data. November is seeing the index trading at 
record highs, above the 3100 mark, while volatility is at 
July’s lows.

1st November seen the biggest percentage intra-day 
move of 1.11% over the last month. S&P, along with DOW 
ended 31st Oct low, as China signalled concerns on trade 
deal. The index then advanced post released stronger 
than expected US jobs and Chinese manufacturing data. 

VIXS&P
UK: FTSE 100 

Emerging Markets: MSCI EM 

FTSE 100FTSE 100 has stayed volatile over the 
past months, due to Brexit uncertainty, 
introduced at the end of July when 
Boris Johnson became a PM. Although 
the index has strengthened over the 
last month from 7100 to above 7300, it 
is not anywhere near the July 7650 
mark.
UK equity index's recovery is driven 

both by the underlying individual 
stock's strength, connected to 
promising financial results of 
companies such as Halma and Internek
Group, and US-China talks progress

MSCI EM MSCI followed S&P dynamics 
(dip in August and Early 
October) over the past few 
months, China-US trade 
uncertainties have driven of 
these patterns. October rally 
associated with global banks 
easing and pick up in risk 
appetite.

The Nov drop (30points) - qs
on effectiveness of gov. 
stimulus; index rebalancing with 
higher weighting on China

GOLD OIL

WHEAT
COPPER
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Seeing the end to an Aug rally, associated 
with the end to risk-off and relatively lower 
market volatility. Over the last month price has 
dropped as risk appetite returned – fuelled by 
central banks easings, positive economic data 
and prospect of US-China deal.

Biggest % intraday move – fall of 2% on 7th 
Nov post on +ve news of jobless claims hitting 
1 month low.

Brent Crude front 
month  future (prox. for 
spot ) has been volatile 
over the last few month 
with wide uncertainty 
from both demand and 
supply sides, as well as 
Middle East tensions

The  14th September 
spike of nearly 10% in 
price, explained by the 
drone attack on 
Aramco’s oil facilities, 
cutting its production to 
50% - 5% of global oil 
production. 

Wheat is trading at January 
and June levels.

Supply fairly stable with 
increased production in the EU 
and Russia offsetting declines in 
the US. 
Strength in demand driven by 

Turkey and South Africa

In the environment of a 
slowing global economy, 
demand for base metals 
will likely to remain 
capped. 

Supply shortage that 
has supported the prices 
in the March rally is no 
longer the case
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Over the last month, the US Treasury Actives 
Curve has returned to its normal shape. The 
front end of the curve is no longer inverted, as 
the Fed has lowered its target rate to meet 
market expectations and market is no longer is 
pricing in another rate cut, lifting the 2Y 
maturity. 

Compared last week the curve has flattened, 
due to the long end of the curve dropping –
30Y, admit China-US trade talks uncertainty. 
However, the long end is still trading at higher 
yield than mast month, suggesting optimism.

Looking ahead, the US economic data results, 
as well as outcome of trade talks will shape the 
curve. 

Similarly to the US Treasuries curve, 
compared to previous month the short term 
maturities are trading higher, as market is not 
expecting any further rate cuts. 

The curve has lifted at all maturities as 
Germany has narrowly avoided recession. With 
an improved economic outlook, the yield curve 
has returned to its normal shape. 

With Lagarde’s support of fiscal stimulus in 
the EU, the long end of the curve is likely to lift 
further up. Uptick in German manufacturing 
data may suggest a turn around from industrial 
downturn.

The pressures for the yield curve inversion 
persist – private sector activity declined

Unlike US and German Yield Curves, UK 
Sovereign Yield Curve is still inverted along the 
main maturities (up to 7Y). Investors are 
pessimistic about UK economic outlook due to 
uncertainty with UK exiting the EU and what 
implications to the economy they will bring. 

The long end of the curve 30-50Y is trading 
substantially higher than a month ago. 

As a result of the above the curve has 
steepened between 7Y and 15Y. 

Future yield curve adjustments will be 
governed by Brexit, the general election and 
consequential fiscal stance, as well as the BofE’s
monetary stance – which is currently uncertain 
with regards to the rate. 

Jul-Oct rally ended in the 
middle of October; when 
the dollar index slipped 
from 99 to 97.5, driven by a 
number of factors, 
including strengthening 
Euro due to Brexit progress 
and unexpectedly weak U.S 
consumer confidence data 
consumer 

Over the last year, have
seen devaluations 
of Yuan – May and August. 

The 5th of August devaluation 
was a response to US imposed 
10% tariffs of $300 billion worth 
of Chinese exports. 

October strengthening of Yuan 
attributes to October’s 
progression in trade talks, which 
is now again under question. 

The most traded currency pair EURUSD, has seen a bounce back 
since at the beginning of October as Brexit talks progressed.  

However, over the last month, Euro has weakened. The pick up in 
the second half of penultimate week has deteriorated over the last 
week with EURUSD closing at 1.102 on Friday. The Nov weakness of 
Euro attributes to the US-EU car tariff threat. The currency’s 
weakness this week is also attributable to outflows associated with 
ECB’s decision this week. 

In November we are 
back to March-April’s 
pound strength, as the 
Hard Brexit option has been 
illuminated and a Brexit 
deal has been negotiated. 

Pounds’ strength over 
November has been 
supported by the market 
pricing in a conservative 
party win. 

Pound volatility through 
the month was mostly
driven by political 
uncertainties. 
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AM in China – a golden opportunity or a trap? 

Editor’s Foreword

How reforms in China’s financial markets may affect the asset management industry.  

In November 2017 Zhu Guangyao, then Chinese finance
minister, announced measures to remove limits, controlling the
size of the stakes that foreign firms can have in Chinese financial
sector companies. For the first time, in a few years from now,
western investors, would be allowed to have majority shares in
Chinese securities and futures brokerages, as well as fund
management companies. Since then, the timeline for this thaw
of restrictions has been brought forward twice; thereby
accelerating a process which could potentially have a massive
impact on the Chinese economy. In these times of everchanging
reform in the country’s financial markets, this article seeks to
explore how one of the biggest beneficiaries of them, the
investment management industry, may react to these changes
and to what extent can foreign firms gain a foothold in the East
Asian superpower.

So why are fund managers keen to expand into China? For a
start, the asset management industry is growing rapidly in the
country. Despite it being non-existent until the 1990s, it is
expected to be worth over $5 trillion in 2021 and will become
the world’s 2nd largest by 2023, behind the United States.
China’s large ageing population, resulting from their one-child
policy, is partly driving this growth - institutional investors, like
pension funds, seek greater returns in order to cover their
increasing liabilities. Some of the world’s largest asset managers
have stakes in their Chinese counterparts: Blackrock, for
instance, has a 16.5% share in the Bank of China’s investment
management division. The reforms being proposed by the
government would allow companies like Blackrock to increase
their ownership and further capitalise on the rapid growth in the
industry.

As well as this, foreign firms are also strongly attracted to the
much greater profit margins that asset managers can achieve in
China, as a result of greater revenues they can generate. Active
investing, whereby the investor continuously buys and sells
assets for their portfolio, as opposed just simply tracking a fund
or index, is still incredibly prevalent in China and East Asia as a
whole, unlike in the West. This is because there are still many
inefficiencies in Asian markets that can be exploited by active
managers to generate alpha - the return on an active investment
relative to the return on capital invested passively into an index
fund. The higher fees that the firms can charge for actively
managing these funds result in higher revenues, which boost
profits overall. At a time when revenues are being squeezed in
the asset management industry, due to the rise in passive
investing, the opening up of the Chinese market would be very
enticing to foreign fund managers.

However, even though investment management firms may want
to increase their presence in this developing financial market,
creating a foothold in the country may be more difficult than
they would like. According to the investment consultancy firm,
Casey Quirk, Chinese investors have a significant home bias
when investing. This is when investors ignore the benefits of
diversification, and over allocate assets from their own country
into their portfolio. Consequently, as most managed funds are
invested in domestic assets, Chinese firms, which have a much
better-established market presence, as well as greater expertise
and branding, have a significant advantage over foreign firms in
capturing the growing market. Due to the importance of brand
loyalty in China, foreign firms will need to invest heavily in
marketing to ensure their products appeal to Chinese investors.

China’s reforms of their financial markets are an incredibly
significant step to globalising their economy, which many
international firms will be able to take advantage of. However,
even with the acceleration of these reforms, the potential
pitfalls, associated with these profitable investments may mean
that they are not as fruitful as they seemed.

Tom Stone    

While the US politicians are trying their hardest to slow China down
through aggressive trade deal terms, western financial institutions are
excited at the prospects of being able to flood their capital into Chinese
financial institutions or occupy the growing Chinese asset management
industry in return for long desired higher yields and profits. In the
following article Tom Stone explores the opportunities the falling walls of
Chinese foreign investment restrictions present for foreign firms, as well as
potential pitfalls. Looking ahead, one would expect US to discourage Asset
Managers moving into the Chinese market; whether or not the
government will take regulatory measures should be closely watched.

• Dahl, J. et al. (2017). Will the good times keep rolling for Asia’s asset managers?
McKinsey & Company.

• Celeghin, D; Wong, N. (2017). Future Winners in China's Asset Management Industry.
Casey Quirk.

• https://www.morganstanley.com/ideas/asset-managers-china-wealth-management
• https://www.forbes.com/sites/greatspeculations/2019/02/04/passive-investing-vehicles-

close-the-gap-with-active-management/#1801a5e15778
• https://www.morningstar.com/blog/2018/03/12/fund-flows-charts.html

Further Reading

https://www.morganstanley.com/ideas/asset-managers-china-wealth-management
https://www.forbes.com/sites/greatspeculations/2019/02/04/passive-investing-vehicles-close-the-gap-with-active-management/#1801a5e15778
https://www.morningstar.com/blog/2018/03/12/fund-flows-charts.html
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Why Softbank saved WeWork

With over $40 billion wiped off the valuation of WeWork
and disgraced CEO Adam Neumann forced from control,
SoftBank under the direction of CEO Masayoshi Son made the
decision to increase their stake in WeWork to 80%, providing
SoftBank dominant control over the troubled firm. Whilst the
move to secure the now $7 billion WeWork with $9.5 billion of
investment may at first seem foolish (especially given SoftBank’s
bullish investment pre IPO) a similar maneuver to this on an even
larger scale has been demonstrated before.

RBS was once the largest bank in the world, yet 2008 left it
overrun with bad debt and on the verge of bankruptcy. RBS had
sailed high relying on unsecured subprime mortgages in order to
drive its record-breaking growth and profits prior to near total
devastation of the 2008 crash. Whilst WeWork’s failed IPO may
not be as devastating as RBS’s abject failure, the similarity
between these former titans in addition to their laceration in
valuation stretches far beyond the size of the firms.

CEOs have been criticized for their ostentatious and excessive
luxuries, which contribute little to shareholder value. Both CEOs
undoubtably engaged in such behaviour. Whilst Adam Neumann
may have evoked emotion akin to what people felt when they
first saw Steve Jobs, his eccentric personality combined with a
questionable drink and drug policy left many public investors
feeling queasy. RBS of course had the notorious Fred ‘The Shred’
Goodwin, who despite his ruthless management style differing
immensely to the laid-back Neumann, his infamy in tabloids for
his executive wing of Gogarburn, complete with scallops (and
other seafood), catering and an office the size of a tennis court.
The private jet was unlikely to earn Goodwin any awards for
frugality either.

Two CEOs, both alike in opulence, also appeared to have an
overly long leash when it came to oversight and authority from
the board. Neumann’s position of founder let him to secure the
position of CEO tight in his grip, which, combined with authority
from within the board, left Neumann uncontested. Goodwin
meanwhile gained his authority through a Stalinist terror, as
subordinates cowered in fear of Goodwin’s tempestuous temper
and pernicious perfectionism. In both cases, this lack of oversight
would lead both firms to become careless in expansion,
financials, or even acknowledging basic market trends.

So why did SoftBank inject a bailout package into WeWork, even
though WeWork’s value is unlikely to reach the $47 billion
valuation that it achieved in the past year? For an optimist, the
allure of WeWork as a game changer within real estate still
resonated to some extent. Yet, given the highly pessimistic
public reaction received on IPO, this belief appears to be shaky.
Instead the realist and the student of history would speculate
that one of the reasons that Masayoshi Son took control of
WeWork is the same reason the government had to nationalize
RBS; it simply was too big to fail.

Were RBS to collapse completely in a manner similar to Lehman
Brothers, the consensus was that this failure would have bled
out into the financial sector, creating even greater risk for banks
and the economy. This would have turned a endemic into a
pandemic. By offering emergency funding to RBS, the
government aimed to stem the infection.

Masayoshi Son is may be following a similar philosophy. Whilst
we WeWork was SoftBank’s largest holding, the Vision Fund is
comprised of much more than just Neumann’s own. Controlling
stake in Uber, Nvidia, Slack and numerous others, the Vision
Fund is the worlds largest Venture Capital fund, with Son’s lofty
objective of continuing well into 2100. An objective which would
be challenging to achieve following liquidation of the fund due
to a loss of investor confidence.

Were WeWork to either totally collapse or be possessed by an
entity such as JP Morgan, the reputation of Softbank as a
competent and successful asset manager would come under
scrutiny, in the exact same way confidence in the UK economy
would have crashed were RBS to fail. By shouldering the blow of
WeWork, SoftBank aims to insulate its holdings from a potential
mass exodus from a fall in investor confidence. Further, by acting
in a manner which preserves the existence of WeWork, SoftBank
may have the additional benefit of proving to investors that they
are in for the long hall, rather than quitting when the going gets
tough.

That said the state that WeWork may be in following
restructuring may leave it as a shadow of its former glory. In a
similar way to RBS, the firm’s objectives are predicted to shift
towards achieving stability, rather than total market domination.
WeWork will likely be left in a similar position to IWG (formerly
Regius) in targeting a respectable revenue, rather than being so
large to make the CEO the ‘worlds first trillionaire.’

Despite the failure at the helm, both CEO’s certainly walked
away with more than they went in with. Neumann’s $1.7 billion
dollar buyout leaves him with a unicorn sized parachute, whilst
an estimate 4,000 workers expected to be laid off. A similar story
occurred with Goodwin cashing out his ‘comparatively modest’
£342,000 per year at the expense of 9,000 members cut after the
crisis. These exuberant packages must be comforting
consolation prizes to these deeply deserving gentlemen.

Editor’s Foreword

‘Too Big to Fail’ Why SoftBank saved WeWork 

In the following effective piece, written on the 31st October 2019, Tim Edwards explores
the rationale of SoftBank’s rescue of WeWork by focusing on conceptual similarities between

SoftBank’s help package to WeWork and the bailout of RBS back in 2008. Tim extends traditional
interpretation of the ‘too big to fail’ problem of financial institutions to a microeconomic problem of
systematic risk in a business model, reputation and investment portfolio of SoftBank. The same
concept of conflict of interest arises yet again, highlighting importance of diversification,
competition and limiting human biases in decision-making.

As WeWork’s poor financial data came out the other week, the hit to SoftBank is estimated at
4.6billion. “In the case of WeWork, I made a mistake,” Masayoshi Son explained tp investors at the
conference in Tokyo. “I won’t make any excuses. It was a very harsh lesson.’’
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SoftBank’s increased stake may have had the same motives as
when the treasury acquired RBS; if one domino falls, what’s to
say the others won’t? Yet there is a far more concerning issues
surrounding WeWork than perhaps even SoftBank appreciates, a
weakness in the strategy that could be an Achilles heel to the
entire portfolio. When RBS was nationalized, it could not feasibly
fall much further than it did during the financial crisis, its assets
were utterly annihilated. Further the strict control and dramatic
restructuring ensured that it could never become the leviathan
that it once was. Whilst WeWork’s business model may become
more conservative, SoftBank’s objectives and structure is that of
a venture capital fund. This mindset, this culture, this creed is
the epitome of rapid growth capitalism. Further, the duel CEO’s
Minson and Gunningham both being promoted from within, as
well as Gunningham’s specific background in the Amazon elite,
may cause risky growth to remain a key part of WeWork’s
model. Perhaps in this way SoftBank may embody more of the
sprit of RBS when it comes to both acquisitions and arrogance.

One of RBS’s final, and most poorly executed moves was the
hostile takeover of Dutch bank ABN Amro. ABN was highly
respected within the financial industry, with the subsidiary
investment fund LaSalle being its crown jewel. In one of the
most zealous manoeuvres in financial history Goodwin partook
in the largest financial acquisition in history of €71 billion (albeit
split between 2 other banks) leaving RBS with 38.8% control. This
purchase is questionable for several reasons: first LaSalle the
most profitable wing of ABN was not included as part of the
deal. Second with such a record high price tag, doubts begin to
form of Goodwin, fuelled on the fumes of hubris, had over
payed convinced that he could make profit, or even being
motivated to bid so high by jealously as Barclays CEO John Varley
had launched a rival bid for ABN. Finally, and most damning of
all is the method of payment. Cold hard cash. This acquisition
would stretch RBS’s capital ratio to its absolute limit, leaving the
bank’s balance sheet highly illiquid and susceptible to exogenous
shocks and downturns. Surely following the golden years of the
early 2000’s a return to ‘boom and bust’ would be unthinkable?

How does this link to SoftBank and WeWork? WeWork already
has debt which some fear is becoming unstable, further the real
estate industry is notoriously vulnerable to recessions. Were a
significant economic shock to hit the economy, WeWork’s
demand for office space is likely to fall. This will harm revenue,
making WeWork’s losses even greater. Increasing losses,
combined with shrinking demand may hurt WeWork so badly
that it may be forced to file for bankruptcy as its debt spirals out
of control. As SoftBank has deliberately tightened its grip on
WeWork, its exposure to fallout if WeWork went nuclear will be
far greater than even after its failed IPO. With SoftBank’s
expanded exposure to downturn mirroring RBS prior to crisis,
given the 7+ years since downturn, SoftBank will have little to no
cover when the storm hits. Given the other firms SoftBank is
engaged in which carry immense debt (Uber being the first
example that comes to mind), I believe it is a fair forecast to say
that investors may become flee once they see SoftBank’s vision
deteriorating. This outcome may provide a narrative to students,
academics and even investors: the narrative that even the Big
can still fail.

Tim Edwards

Adam Neumann

• https://www.cbinsights.com/research/report/wework-strategy-teardown/
• https://www.forbes.com/sites/greatspeculations/2019/08/27/wework-is-the-most-

ridiculous-ipo-of-2019/#5ec91031ad6c
• https://www.ft.com/stream/6a717dd1-80d1-4316-aee3-bdb081d45a5b?page=2

Further Reading

WeWork in short
Founded in 2010, WeWork is
a commercial real estate
start-up that has achieved
remarkable growth in 7 years,
fuelled by capital providers’,
including SoftBank’s, belief in
the potential of the firm.

The company provides shared
work spaces to rent to tech
start ups and other
businesses. WeWork’s clients
include Amazon, Citi Group,
Bank of America. The
company has been said to
occupy a niche within real
estate industry – ‘space-as-a-
service’. The company does
not own the premises it rents
out – aims to profit by adding
value. The issue of the lack of
tangible assets could be
addressed in the future by a
merger with a real estate
group, something SoftBank
could consider.

Funded as it were a tech
company, the unclear
categorization of the
company has partially
enabled persistence of
valuation multiples similar to
those of tech companies,
rather than real estate
competitors; such high
valuation metrics price in the
promise of future earnings
over current earnings.

Since the failed IPO, write
downs of WeWork’s
unreasonable valuation and
SoftBank’s take over of the
company, there has been
discussion of how to make a
turnaround happen. Although
the first steps towards
establishing profitability, job
cuts, have been undertaken,
the new leadership will have
to come up with very strong
solutions and strategic plan
for investors to believe in the
company again.

https://www.cbinsights.com/research/report/wework-strategy-teardown/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/greatspeculations/2019/08/27/wework-is-the-most-ridiculous-ipo-of-2019/#5ec91031ad6c
https://www.ft.com/stream/6a717dd1-80d1-4316-aee3-bdb081d45a5b?page=2


Tips:

• Always take initiatives and find opportunities to add value to
the team

• Double check everything before you send it out - I cannot
stress enough how important this is, from quick thank-you
emails to market commentaries sent to clients.

• Never hand out print-outs when they are still warm from the
printer. No matter how many times you’ve checked on your
screen, make sure to read them aloud and double-check
everything on paper.

• Coding knowledge is not mandatory, but it will give you
more opportunities to add value to the team.

• Know how to read situations. When a trader is having a bad
day, don’t go up to them and ask to shadow.

• Don’t take things personally. If you get turned down by a
trader for shadowing, it simply means they are too busy.

• If you make a mistake, point it out right away, and make sure
you never make it again.

• Don’t assume anything. If you are not sure of something,
ask.

• If you know you are unable to finish your task on time, bring
it up as early as you can – there is no shame in that.
The worst is that you don’t bring up until it delays the entire
process.

• Always be loud and clear on the trading floor. If a trader
shouts your name from two rows away, you don’t walk over
to them and ask what they want from you. Answer them on
the spot loud and clear. This is a good opportunity to make
yourself known on the floor.

• When you finish a DAU task, just say it out loud to keep
everyone in the loop. It is also a good way to show your
involvement with the team.

• If you are working overtime or on the weekends, make sure
your effort is known. e.g. send out emails with your stuff
attached on the weekend.

• Don’t mess up the lunch orders.

Final words:

S&T may sound very intense for anyone who hasn’t worked on a
trade floor. To be honest, in the beginning it was very
intimidating for me as well. It is quite frustrating when you can’t
figure something out, but no one is free to help you, so you
are stranded on your own. Pay attention to your surroundings, as
the trade floor is such a fast-paced environment. Learn
when and how to approach different personalities on the
floor. People do have high standards on your performance and
work ethics, but most of them are still fun blokes to hang out
with on a Friday night. It is never easy to convert an internship,
especially when you are competing against
Europeans with master degrees or Ivy Leaguers (I was the only
non-Ivy person in the entire internship class, so work
harder and go into the office on weekends to see if there is
anything you can do to add value.
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A day in the life of a markets intern

Location: Hong Kong
Division: Equity Structured Products Sales

A typical day:

My day started at 6:15, before Japan market opening. The day
began with Asia-Pacific Sales and Trading call at 6:30 and Japan
Research call at 6:45. This was followed by Asia-excluding-Japan
(AeJ) research meeting (7:15-7:45), where research analysts
presented their newly published reports or notes. Although not
part of the BAU of my desk, attending research meetings helped
me to generate ideas on the underlying stocks of equity structured
products. Coming back to my desk at 7:45, I had 15 minutes to do
the trade bookings/term-sheet generations for the US underlying
linked structured products, which have been executed by the US
traders overnight. There was absolutely no room for error when
performing these tasks, as clients receiving wrong details would
have serious negative implications for the firm’s reputation. My
desk colleagues came in at around 8. (Structured
products are over-the-counter instruments, allowing later start
and, thereby, later leave, than at the flow trading desks). From 8-
8:15 I took the initiative to summarize the previous day’s trading
feedbacks, which would help traders adjust pricing strategies
accordingly.

From 8:15 to lunch I kept my eyes on the dual-
screen pricing system. Anyone on my desk who received an order
would shout out the details and I had to mark the quote in the
system. It was difficult to catch what they say at first, as
people were speaking in abbreviations only. For example, “CS,
1288 BEN, 105KO, 97 half strike” meant “a bonus enhanced note
linked to 1288.HK with 105% Knock-Out and 97.5% strike sent by
Credit Suisse”. Make sure you catch everything the first time
because you don’t want to ask them to repeat.

Japan markets remained open during the lunch hours in Hong
Kong, so people at my desk had to be stand-by. As the only intern,
I volunteered to get everyone lunch. Markets usually became
quieter after lunch, but orders would come in every now and then.
14:30 is when Japan closed, so I would do the trade bookings for
Japan underlying trades; same for 17:00 when HK and
Singapore both closed. In my spare time I would draft
the weekly Structured Products commentaries, which I took the
initiative to write. After 16:00 traders would send me the colors
(aka trade feedback) so I could compile them into a big
spreadsheet. I usually scheduled meetings with people from other
desks in the afternoon to show that I was keen on gaining a
holistic understanding of the firm across all the different desks. Of
course, I had to prioritize the work for my own desk.

Before the managers and VPs on my desk left at 19:30, we usually
sat down as a team to reflect on some of the trades we missed.
After 19:30 it was usually just me and my buddy analyst; we were
responsible for compiling the US underlying trades into an
email, which we would then send to the US traders before 20:00
(8:00 EST). I always stayed for another half hour after 20:00 in case
there were any problems with the US trades that the US traders
wished to clarify.

Every Friday I volunteered to do a stock pitch with Equity Research
Sales. I would also come in during the weekends to finalize the
weekly commentary to be sent out on Monday morning.

Day in Life as A Sales & Trading Intern

Seaham Huang

Editor’s Foreword

You hope for a markets internship offer. But
do you know what it really takes to intern in
Sales and Trading division at a major bank?
Seaham Huang, co-president of BIS, vividly
and in detail gives you an invaluable insight
into his time as a sales and trading summer
analyst. Seaham also gives you first-hand tips
for your internship and real advice on how to
make a successful start to your career.
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Negative Yields

‘What worries you the most in the markets right now?’

Brexit, China-US trade, Turkey-Syria invasion, violence in
Hong Kong are all sources of market uncertainty and threats to
economies. Yet, J.P.Morgan credit trading executive’s answer to
the question was negative yielding debt. 30% of investment-grade
securities are trading at yields below zero – on more than $17
trillion investors will make a loss if they hold the debt to maturity.

Why investors traditionally invest in bonds? Historically,
government bond securities were able to provide investors
relatively low-returns with low-risk. Bearing in mind that this ‘low’
return has been positive. A bond is no more than a credit
instrument, where a borrower, bond issuer, is given funds at an
interest by the lender, buyer of the bond. The instrument allows
transfer of ownership of the debt from one person to another,
creating a market. Traditional pricing of debt follows the logic of
how much an investor is prepared to pay now for a future stream
of inflows, given various risk factors. The key is that the investor
bases his desired yield on a ‘risk-free’ rate plus a risk premium,
which could include liquidity, interest, credit risks. An investor is
rational and will chose the investment that provides best risk-
adjusted rate of return.

Following this conventional logic, suggested reasoning behind
investing into negative yielding bonds is that amid global
economic uncertainty holders of debt are willing to pay a premium
for the reliability and liquidity of the short-term government
bonds, as well as some high-graded corporates, even if that means
they are making a loss. These investors believe that parking their
money elsewhere will result in greater losses or too much risk.
Unfortunately, this interpretation makes little sense, as the
alternative of holding cash is cheaper. Take Germany, 6 month
bond yield is –0.605, while inflation is projected to be 1.1% by the
end of this year and 1.4% in 2020. In the absence of deflationary
environment, which could make real interest on holding a negative
yielding bond positive, the standard rationale of holding these
bonds to maturity fails to explain investor’s logic.

Although a high proportion of demand for the short term bonds is
coming from the European Central Bank for the purpose of its QE
operations, whereby it floods the market with liquidity and
supports low rates, the rest of the bonds must be scooped up by
investors for speculative reasons.

Substantial amount of debt is traded at negative yields. Although we are seeing a freeze in rate cuts, it
is unlikely that the EU rates will turn positive any time soon. To many conventional thinkers paying to
lend money does not seem to make any sense; yet the demand for such instruments remains strong.
Beyond Central Banks’ Quantitative Easing and Repo Operations to keep rates within target supporting
the demand for these instruments, contrary to vanilla logic, investors also scoop up negative-yielding
bonds to hold in their portfolios. In the media, investment in sub-zero rates have been brought up on
endless occasions as an indicator of investor’s risk-off in the uncertain market environment a signal of
low investor confidence. This article suggests that the rationale behind these investments does not
follow the conventional theory and that in this new environment new approach to thinking about bond
pricing and investment is essential to make true conclusions about investor’s attitude and logic. The
article also considers risks an arising from this global phenomenon, which should be closely watched.

Why investors hold negative-yielding debt and what are the risks associated with it?

Making capital gains on the price rally is the obvious one. When
the market expects further rate cuts and QE, amid worsening
economic conditions, the yields go further into the sub-zero
category. With price inversely proportional to yield, prices rally.
Similarly, betting on spread changes between bonds of different
maturities also would involve buying the sub-zero bonds. Main
implication is that these purchases are meant for capital gains on
the bonds, thus investors will not hold debt to maturity. Many
hedge funds were able to capitalize the rally. GAM Systematic’s
Cantab Quantitative fund is up 36%, whose main profits come
from bets on falling yields.

Beyond speculative purposes, holding sub-zero yielding debt to
maturity could make sense when a currency hedge is introduced.
As Schroders explains, 10Y German Bund at –0.6% can be
transformed into a 2.2% through a currency hedge, making it
more attractive to invest in the German 10Y than the US 1.6%
Treasury. Currency hedging rate is derived from the difference
between the US and German short-term rates, which means that
US investors are paid to hedge euro exposure since US rates are
higher than German.

If what attracts investors to negative yielding debt is speculative
capital gains, hedged opportunities, portfolio diversification, the
conventional simple economic reasoning no longer applies.
Clearly, interest rate risk, liquidity and credit are not the only
factors that determine the yield that the investors are prepared to
pay. Possibly, a model that considers market expectations of rates
and expected capital gains on the bond play a bigger role in
determining the bond prices that one would expect. It is all of
these factors, above the simple conventional risks, which have
allowed the negative rates in the EU to be sustained in the
market. This said, as soon as investors do not believe in the
potential capital gains on the negative yielding bonds, a sell-off
could follow, pushing the rates quickly higher. Of course, it is likely
that ECB would intervene through further monetary stimulus to
keep rates low.

What are the implications of depressed yields? Have they
distorted the market?

Institutional investors, especially pension funds, need to meet
their assets and liabilities. Depressed yields are unable to fund the
gap, forcing investors to move into instruments with higher risks,
corporates, equities, alternatives. Analyzing fixed income space,
as many investors have shifted towards riskier corporate bonds,
the spread above the government bonds has tightened, though
the risk is unlikely to have gone down. This implies that the
investors are not rewarded enough for the risk they are
undertaking. The main implication is that asset managers’ frontier
for risk-adjusted return has shifted inwards, and pension fund
portfolios now are more likely to be undertaking greater risks.
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Further Reading
• https://www.schroders.com/en/uk/asset-manager/insights/markets/six-reasons-why-it-

can-make-sense-to-buy-a-bond-with-a-negative-yield/
• https://www.ft.com/content/6cdd55a6-eff2-11e9-ad1e-4367d8281195
• https://www.ft.com/content/85c56472-bdcb-11e9-b350-db00d509634e

Another problem with negative rates is from the monetary policy
perspective. As the Central Banks are cautious of further cutting
rates to stimulate the economy, they are favoring QE. Of course,
this has a considerable market impact, especially considering that
now QE programmes involve corporate bonds too. This further
supports the previous point, where the price now for this debt will
not be reflective of the risks associated.

Even bigger issue I can see coming is the fact that in the future the
rates will have to go up, as the global economies start to recover.
What will this mean for debt holders? Especially those, that hold
negative yielding bonds. Not only they will not be able to realise
capital gains, but they will not have the yield buffet to cushion the
losses. This implies a larger downside risk associated with a rate
hike. Of course, as I have discussed earlier, the current pricing of
these instruments does not reflect the conventional risks but
considers other factors. Does this imply a bubble? Or is it just a
new way the investors think about bond investments?

In the conventional economic sense paying to lend money fails to
make sense. Yet, as we have learnt the economic standard vanilla
thinking is not how many bond investors think anymore. Instead,
they think about capital gains on bonds, spreads along the yield
curves and opportunities combined with other instruments. The
question of market distortion is hard to answer, simply because
the investment approach to bond investing seems to have
changed. With new market rules and new factors coming into
bond pricing, the bubble is not necessarily there. Instead,
investors are just willing to pay a premium for new attributes.

That said, depressed yields do have worrying implications.
Investors are jumping in into riskier investments just to be able to
meet their assets and liabilities requirements. Those that still use
conventional reasoning, will be underestimating the risks
associated with fixed income instruments, such as corporates.
Looking ahead, low rates present a problem of inevitable interest
rates rises and hence associated losses for sub-zero rates
investors. Of course, this assumes that the global economies can
deliver growth and inflation. Otherwise, this phenomenon of
negative yields might be the new long-term reality and will be
pushing for new creation of new financial and economic models
to make sense of investor’s actions and therefore pricing
mechanisms.

Ekaterina Nikolaeva

Upcoming Economic Releases to watch out for

Wednesday 27th Oct :
• US: GDP (QoQ) Q3   Exp 1.9% Prev 2.0%
• US: GDP Price Index (QoQ) Q3   Exp 1.7% Prev 2.6%
• US: Initial Jobless Claims Exp 223K Prev 227K
• US: Crude Oil Inventories     Exp -0.481M Prev 1.379M

Friday 29th Oct :
• GER: Retail Sales   Prev 0.1%
• FRA: French GDP (QoQ) Q3   Exp 0.3% Prev 0.3%
• GER: German Unemployment Change Nov     Exp 5K Prev 6K
• EUR: CPI (YoY) Nov    Exp 0.9% Prev 0.7%
• China: Manufacturing PMI Nov      Exp 49.5 Prev 49.3

Sunday 1st Dec :
• China: Caixin Manufacturing PMI Nov     Exp 51.5 Prev 51.7

Monday 2nd Dec :
• UK: Manufacturing PMI Nov    Exp 48.1 Prev 48.3
• EUR: Manufacturing PMI Nov    Exp 45.7 Prev 46.6
• US: ISM Manufacturing PMI Nov   Exp 49.4 Prev 48.3

Friday 6th Dec :
• US: Nonfarm Payrolls Nov   Exp -50K Prev -36K
• US: Unemployment Rate Nov   Exp 3.6% Prev 3.6%

Sunday 8th Dec :
• JAP: GDP (QoQ) Q3   Prev 0.1%

Monday 9th Dec :
• China: CPI (MoM) Nov   Exp 0.7% Prev 0.9%

https://www.schroders.com/en/uk/asset-manager/insights/markets/six-reasons-why-it-can-make-sense-to-buy-a-bond-with-a-negative-yield/
https://www.ft.com/content/6cdd55a6-eff2-11e9-ad1e-4367d8281195
https://www.ft.com/content/85c56472-bdcb-11e9-b350-db00d509634e
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